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Spirit Driven Events II is the long-awaited sequel to Spirit Driven
Events-Fascinating and Enlightening True Stories. This book
contains new Spirit Driven Events as well as updates to some of the
Events in the first book.
Spirit Driven Events, is not only a record of some of Scott’s
experiences, it is a “Spirit Driven Event” in itself. With the help of
spirit allies, Scott wrote this book to enlighten people how to
become aware of their own spiritual abilities. The hope is for the
readers to learn from Scott’s spiritual journey and relate to some of
these events in order to utilize their own innate gifts.
Scott believes that every one possesses spiritual abilities. One only needs to learn how to recognize and use
them for the good of others, as they are meant to be used. Now is the time for others to wake up to
their spiritual potential.
While this book has been long-awaited (and she has been pushed by many to do so, including her spirit
allies), She can honestly say she would not have written it if she had not captured the huge Angel with the
face of Jesus (the front cover) and the important message which comes with it. The picture had such an
effect on her that it gave her great hope, globally, and she had to name it New Year 2015–Angel of
Abundance. This year is going to be very good and enlightening for many, and not so good for others. She
hopes you the reader will WAKE UP and follow your inner-God senses, as she does on a daily basis. She
looks forward to the second coming of Jesus and the Pleiadians---for this world is a mess and we need all
the help we can get.
This book is dedicated in loving memory to her late husband, Bob, who is in spirit and is still watching
over, protecting, and guiding her---just as he promised he would.
The book is 214 pages which includes 80 pictures where spirits were captured---including the spirit of
Elvis and an Angel with the Face of Jesus!
First Reviewer Comment - 5 Star reviews at Amazon.com:
5.0 out of 5 stars – Nicely Done Mary Scott!!, May 26, 2015 By Judith A. Gavin
This review is from: Spirit Driven Events II–Fascinating and Enlightening True Stories (Paperback)
Such challenging memoirs with details and very interesting scenarios projected in positive-caring thoughts.
Many stories can stand alone as they bring the characters of real life to the forefront as you read REALLIFE spiritual journeys with surprise elements. Nicely done Mary D. Scott!!! Well worth the read!!

